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About This Game

Factorio is a game in which you build and maintain factories. You will be mining resources, researching technologies, building
infrastructure, automating production and fighting enemies. In the beginning you will find yourself chopping trees, mining ores

and crafting mechanical arms and transport belts by hand, but in short time you can become an industrial powerhouse, with huge
solar fields, oil refining and cracking, manufacture and deployment of construction and logistic robots, all for your resource

needs. However this heavy exploitation of the planet's resources does not sit nicely with the locals, so you will have to be
prepared to defend yourself and your machine empire.

Join forces with other players in cooperative Multiplayer, create huge factories, collaborate and delegate tasks between you and
your friends. Add mods to increase your enjoyment, from small tweak and helper mods to complete game overhauls, Factorio's
ground-up Modding support has allowed content creators from around the world to design interesting and innovative features.

While the core gameplay is in the form of the freeplay scenario, there are a range of interesting challenges in the form of
Scenarios. If you don't find any maps or scenarios you enjoy, you can create your own with the in-game Map Editor, place

down entities, enemies, and terrain in any way you like, and even add your own custom script to make for interesting gameplay.

Discount Disclaimer: We don't have any plans to take part in a sale or to reduce the price for the foreseeable future.

What people say about Factorio

No other game in the history of gaming handles the logistics side of management simulator so perfectly. - Reddit

I see conveyor belts when I close my eyes. I may have been binging Factorio lately. - Notch, Mojang
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Factorio is a super duper awesome game where we use conveyor belts to shoot aliens. - Zisteau, Youtube
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Title: Factorio
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Wube Software LTD.
Publisher:
Wube Software LTD.
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista (64 Bit)

Processor: Dual core 3Ghz+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Video Memory

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Low sprite resolution and Low VRAM usage.

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Finnish,Swedish,Czech,Russian,Ukrai
nian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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thank you for not selling out to the Epic Game Store. You put the customer first, and realise that the short term cash grab is
nothing incomparison to having a healthy community on a healthy software.

True Heros.. I thought I was buying a game, but now I have autism.. The game itself is good.
I upvote this because of the Marketing plan about exclusivity deals. Great Devs. Screw Epic Games.. I've played this game over
numerous builds and it's only been recently that I got into the end game and honestly I don't see how I lived before I created a
network of trains that were automated to go out to mining operations set out in the far distance and unloading it back at my main
factory.

With a few mods added I managed to create an army of mobile tanks to help assist me in my revenge missions when the biters
would overrun said outpost.

Factorio is a game that not only takes time to learn, but it's also a game where you'll probably either start a new game frequently
as you learn or because you get wiped out. That being said, it definitely is a great game if you love efficiency and the
satisfaction of creating an automated factory.. On top of being a great game as many have stated, Factorio devs have refused to
be apart of Epic Game Store's exclusivity racket. Dev's who keep the customer's best interest in mind should be supported.. I
start this game on 1pm
I look at clock for the first time and found out it's already 1am
10\/10 great game for diet, I dont need dinner anymore
. I am having PTSD from playing this game. Seeing conveyor belts everywhere.
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The factory must grow.. Been wanting to play this game for awhile. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Epic. Thanks for not going
exclusive.. played it a little bit, its fun.. Great game AND the devs have an actual backbone to not take Epic exclusivity money.
Definitely worth the money.. Wow, just wow. What an amazing game. Complex, but really fun. Will take hours to understand
everything and build a proper base. Highly recommended. Keep up the good work developing it. :). No idea how I haven't
purchased this game sooner... Frighteningly addictive. Be careful, and don't purchase if you have anything to do for the next few
weeks... or I mean years.. Really awesome game. If you want to play a game what is worth the money then buy this.
Also, this developer will not be a epic exclusive.. Say goodbye to your love ones your life is over with this game. Bought it Full-
Price to support the Devs cause of their good decision to decline f*cking Epics Exclusivity Offer. Good start against Epics
Exclusive\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Keep it up!

"The famous quote of "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you" and also "No
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t policy" is something we take very seriously all the time during the
development since the early days. Things like pricing $30 instead of $29.99, no sales, no micro-transactions, game stability over
features, no selling-out to big companies that would use the game as cash grab while destroying the brand [{ *cough cough*
EPIC GAMES *cough* }] (we actually declined to negotiate "investment opportunities" like this several times already, no
matter what the price would be), the same would be when it would potentially come to any exclusivity deals, which is its own
subject..."

Keep it up and #\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665EPIC. Factorio is the only game so good and so addicting that I've had to
consciously decide to quit playing because it was affecting my life outside in the real world. Twice. It really is electronic heroin.
I would tell myself I have to be in bed by midnight, and end up getting to bed at 5am. Then I would lay in bed for over an hour
with my mind BUZZING over how to optimize my train network, or my green-circuit build, or whatever. I wasn't getting
enough sleep, I was getting to work late, and I was distracted throughout the day by still trying to engineer my factory. I had to
stop. A few months later I slipped back into it, and the cycle essentially repeated. It's only a matter of time until we start Round
Three.

The game escalates infinitely. You build as big as you can imagine possible, and then you learn how to imagine bigger. My first
factory, I just wanted to launch a rocket into space. I built a terrible factory and eventually made it. After launching the first
rocket, how long until I could make a second? About an hour. I applied a ton of band-aids to speed it up until the bottleneck of
the factory was its very fundamental layout. So I started a second one, using what I had learned. This one literally ran an order of
magnitude (10x) better, and I find limitations in flow that I hadn't imagined before. Soon that factory is launching satellites into
space on a regular schedule. I push it further to speed that schedule. Can I make it to one rocket per minute? No. More like
every 5 minutes. Bottlenecked by the core structure of the factory again. I start a third factory, this one looking more like a
small country. Now I'm building sub-factories, each one every bit as big as Factory #2, just to make one component! And
they're all connected with a complex rail network. This time the goal is to produce science, and launching rockets into space is
just an ingredient! Putting up one rocket per minute is now just 25% of our production target. But my rail network, which can
EASILY move 10x as much material as my entire previous factory, is STILL inadequate to fully satisfy the demand. The
problem is simple traffic. The rails are like rush hour. Trains getting in each others' way. It cannot be fixed; again the entire
fundamental structure of the factory is lacking for the scope of my new vision. When I quit the game, I had a spreadsheet in
which I had calculated the precise amounts of every single component needed, what it needed, and where it was going. My
transportation featured a whole dedicated railroad for EACH component, all networked together like the paths on a circuit
board. My trains were going to move around like ELECTRONS IN A COMPUTER, and the factory would be sending rockets
into space like cannons firing artillery. This monster was going to require 6 to 8 of the nuclear power plants that I had designed.

Halfway through that project, I had a self-intervention and quit the game. But my Megabase is still sitting on the hard drive,
along with the spreadsheets and the network blueprint. Some time, when I am not distracted by flying in DCS or doing real-
world things like riding motorcycles, the addiction will arise again. Like heroin, a Factorio relapse does not start you back at the
beginning. I know I'll go right back to Megabasing. But hey, I didn't lose my job last time. Third time's a charm.
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